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  You understand the nuances of Higher 
Education — but do the consultants helping 
you with your ERP system? 

  Is your current vendor really in touch with the unique 

needs of campus community? Sure, they might know 

the HR and financial systems that large commercial 

enterprises need, but what about campus-specific 

solutions for:

•		Delivering 24/7 access to information and services in a 

secure learning environment 

•		Improving transparency, compliance, and efficiencies by 

effectively managing funding and student accounts

•		Meeting the demands of your tech-savvy students and 

faculty for intuitive self-service management

  ERP isn’t just about payroll and benefits. It’s about 

flexibility to meet the specialized needs of every 

organization, especially yours. And it’s about balancing 

the three critical factors of every project — risk, cost 

and control — to ensure that your ERP system delivers 

the performance necessary to see your organization 

succeed in this highly competitive education 

environment.

  We are one of 12 global Oracle Certified Advantage 

Partners, with 1,000+ consultants worldwide. This 

means we deliver unparalleled expertise servicing 

colleges and universities large and small. We offer the 

flexibility that these institutions demand.

 Get educated about  
 the advantages of flexibility 
  What are the benefits of flexibility to your organization?

•		The ability to roll out HR, financial and campus-specific 

platforms any way you want, including a phased-in 

or “big bang” approach, or maybe adapting to the 

implementation plan of a satellite campus

•		The ability to choose the assistance that works best for 

your organization: 

 •		Use our experienced project managers directly onsite

 •		Use them as back-up

 •		Use our global outsourcing capabilities to keep costs  

in check

•		The ability to use our 5 world-class data centers to 

protect the critical information of your institution

Meet the Phds of eRP 
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 We MajoR on the right  
 solutions for your faculty,  
 staff and alumni
  And we know what you’re looking for to support  

them, including:

•		More intuitive self-service functionality and more choices 

for managing your institutional processes — without  

costly customization.

•		Better student and advisor collaboration to facilitate 

academic achievement and a lower total cost of ownership 

(TCO) over time.

  We help you gain this robust functionality with seamless 

stability by:

•		Providing 10 years of ERP expertise including HRMS, 

campus solutions and financials.

•		Delivering over 20 years of experience overall, including 

status as one of 12 global Oracle Certified Advantage 

Partners in the world.

•		Offering planning, functional and technical analysis, as 

well as design and development for any ERP-related 

implementation.

•		Helping you create a Master ERP Plan to implement new 

technologies in the most effective and efficient method 

possible.

•		Building an ERP model that includes disaster avoidance, 

not just project management, to protect smooth 

operations and data privacy.

Our consultants have an average of 18 years experience 

in the industry. And we deliver the ability to provide 

full-service consulting or remote support as needed. This 

means you can get as much — or as little — support as you 

need. Whatever your educational institution needs, we 

have the flexibility to make it happen.

LeaRn  
how flexible your project can be
Contact one of our account managers today for a no-

obligation evaluation on a whole new way of managing 

risk, cost and control. Experience for yourself why 

Infocrossing is at the top of the class when it comes to  

ERP solutions for higher education.

why infocrossing?
Infocrossing has helped companies worldwide for over 

20 years to improve their profitability, maximize their 

capital investments, and manage internal growth. As the 

premiere group of ERP consultants, our depth of systems 

knowledge coupled with our global resources make us the 

perfect choice for companies looking for a better way to 

do business.


